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Abstract- Video tracking is a computer vision imperative task. 

Region-based, feature-based, deformable and model-based 

(RFDM) tracking algorithms are the four categories of 

Match-based video tracking type. This survey provides various 

techniques or methods to object detection, identification and 

recognition, more light on region-based tracking, dealing with 

occlusions and overlaps and insufficiencies in model-based 

tracking and contour model. Finally, various future studies have 

been recommended at the end of this paper. 

 

Keywords: object tracking, Active Contour Models, Content 

Extraction and Filtering. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The exponential development in smart working of digital 

equipment’s and online social networking has culminated in 

large quantities of visual data being collected, in particular the 

huge and growing accumulation of videos on the Web and 

social networks. Match based video object tracking is 

categorized into four types namely region, feature, 

deformable and model based. 

  Although many researchers have proposed their research in 

this area and developed several applications, but still the 

video tracking remains as challenging are due to variety of 

applications, different scenarios and involved complexity in 

tracking of objects in video sequences. 

In the proposed literature attention is given to categories of 

match-based video tracking. 

II. REGION BASED TRACKING 

The area can be perceived in relative motion as the outline of 

an object's projection in the scene. segmentation of each 

image is carried out using a movement-based segmentation 

process and its correspondence was in use between the 

projected regions and the observations made by the 

segmentation process. The region can be defined as the 

outline of the projected object in the frame in relative motion 

with respect to the camera movement. 

Thanks to a numerical regularization strategy, the 

movement-based segmentation process provides balanced 

movement-based partitions. This method does not involve 

direct 3D calculations or the calculation of the area of optic 

flow unless it is expected. 

The portrayal of a zone is not intended to capture the exact 

boundary. It should provide a depiction of the form and place 

even in the existence of partial occlusions that helps the 

tracking task [1]. Using histogram is a common way to 

capture a less quantity of spatial information among pixels the 
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contribution in formation of histogram bins and 

generalization of histograms to improve tracking outcomes 

[2]. 

The use the original object area of the image as an object 

model, equate the object model to the contestant image, and 

are evaluated on the basis of the maximum fitting degree of 

the math point level is proposed in work related to region 

grounded tracking [3].  

The early region-based tracking algorithms, the object 

templates are fixed. [ 4] Introduces the best matching area 

approach by using the gray image spatial gradient to find the 

best matching image. In the older region-based tracking 

techniques, the object templates are fixed. Lucas etal. [4] 

presents a method to find best matching region by taking grey 

image spatial gradient to find the image which matches finest. 

Each and every point is used in the object region's gray 

gradient values to change the candidate object region.   

candidate object region uses gray gradient values for each 

point in the object in the region.  

A robust, the adaptive look design of motion-based 

monitoring adapts to a slowly changing look and retains a 

realistic indicator of the integrity of the object form while 

tracking. Through defining stable appearance properties, 

giving greater weight to estimate movement, less stable 

properties can be weighted down proportionately [5]. ⠀ A 

stable, flexible look design for motion-based monitoring 

adapts to a slowly changing presence and retains a realistic 

indicator of the object structure's stability while tracking. 

Through defining secure appearance properties, giving 

greater weight to estimate movement, less stable properties 

can be weighted down proportionately [5].  theoretical model 

for adaptive appearance.  

Zoidi et al., [6] detects using backward subtraction method 

and objects and Update the object model by similarity to the 

color histogram. The outcome of the experiment indicates that 

the tacking proposed succeeds in tracking objects under 

variations in partial occlusion and scale and rotation. 

A standard example of region based tracking algorithms is 

mean shift algorithm. Mean algorithm of shift [ 7]. The key 

idea is to build the object model manually or to use the aim 

detection algorithm. The similarities among object model and 

object candidate model is described in cost function. The key 

idea is to use a manual or goal detection algorithm to 

construct the object model. Setting up a cost function in the 

goal detection algorithm to elucidate the relation The 

optimization algorithm is used between the   object candidate 

model and object model to determine the base cost feature and 

the best cost value in video sequences that match the position 

of the object.  

Because it is easy to implement, it is a classic object tracking 

algorithm and has a good real-time performance paper [8,9] 

applies the Mean Shift algorithm to the computer vision field, 

oodles of improved algorithms 

[10,11] are proposed which are 

based on Mean Shift. 
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Because of this, global object data used in region-based 

tracking algorithms uses gray image texture features; they are 

highly credible. Minor object deformation does not affect the 

performance of the monitoring, but they are time-consuming 

as tracking happens in large regions where objects have 

significant deformations or extreme occlusions leading to a 

decrease in accuracy, resulting in artifact loss. In recent years, 

regional monitoring algorithms have focused on how to 

handle model variations, variations are induced by different 

poses of moving objects, 

The papers [12, 13] discuss this problem and have good 

effects on tracking. When different poses are correctly 

predicted then only steady monitoring can be done and also 

this paper discuss this problem and have strong tracking 

results.  

An approach is proposed in paper to remove and use semantic 

layers from aerial videos to understand scene and track 

objects [14]. This research also proposes to capture input 

video from platforms of low flying areas, usually consisting of 

heavy parallax from non-ground plane structures. 

Study also proposes to capture input video from aerial 

platforms of object flying at a lower attitude, typically 

consisting of robust parallax from plane structures of 

non-grounded object. A key aspect of this approach is video 

frame geo-registration to reference image databases to set up 

a pixel-in-video geo-spatial coordinate system. 

x  

 Fig 1a. Input frame            Fig 1b. Depth Cue   

 

Fig 1c. Aerial video scene segmentation. 

After combining video, geo-reference image and geographic 

information system. Fig 1.a Represents a input frame. Fig 1.b 

Displays the corresponding video depth cue estimated Fig 1.c 

Pictures of desired results of scene segmentation. 

The cost function process for region-based tracking is 

achieved using temporarily consistent local color histograms. 

Using techniques of first-order gradient descent, usually cost 

functions are generally optimized based on region. A 

structured derivation of a Gauss-Newton optimization method 

resulting in significantly faster convergence and extremely 

accurate and stable tracking performance [15]. 

 

Fig 2: Comparisons of Siam and CCOT and Siam FC 

approaches.  

The Siamese area proposal platform is an end-to-end trained 

process with   images of large scale. It contains of Siamese 

network for processing of features and proposed region, the 

subnetwork involves the branch of categorization and the 

branch of regression.  The anticipated model will be 

developed like a l one-shot detection function in the inference 

process. The proposed model will be developed as a local 

one-shot detection function during the inference process. This 

work pre-calculates the Siamese subnetwork model branch 

and creates the association layers to perform online tracking 

as trivial convolution levels. Benefit from the proposal 

optimization is the standard multi-scale check and it is 

possible to ignores the digital fine tuning. 

A prominent feature of the region-based tracking technique 

is that by using a predictive color system, the actual target 

region is discriminated against from the background.  From 

the derived pertinent region, shape model derives that can be 

merged with color structure that allows the tracker to be stable 

when the target object's color distribution is identical to other 

objects. The frame one is time-consuming for online 

applications, numerous CNN-based tracking methods 

proposed to segment a target object with in the video 

sequences. The first frame, consumes lof time   for online 

applications, various CNN-based methods are built to 

segment a pointed object via video by extensively fine tuning 

on the image mask. In the present paper [16], A quick and 

efficient video object segmentation algorithm has been 

proposed that the segmentation process can begin 

immediately when the images are received.  

III. FEATURE BASED TRACKING 

The key idea of feature related tracking techniques   on image 

[17] uses the applications to classify the different object and 

image features of objects in the video sequences. Usually, 

algorithm consists of two main steps, that include extraction 

of features and matching features. In the next frame, the most 

similar object is found out in the second step according to the 

matching yardstick of the feature. The method can easily 

determine the object's position with the two steps in video 

sequences.  

By applying certain limitations when moving the feature 

points, early work solves the issue of identifying the 

correlating functionality points between both the neighboring 

frames. E. Sethi et al.  
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[18] consider the motion functions on points to be smooth and 

suggest a theory of   related iterative technique and coherence 

direction.  

Rangarajan et al., [19] present an optical flow-based 

non-iterative polynomial time approximation algorithm to 

solve the correspondence problems. But these algorithms in 

the occlusions scene have a high computational complexity 

and a higher error rate.  

Tissainayagam et al., [20] implies a juncture-based object 

tracking algorithm. The technique looks for the local corner 

points and defines them as the important points to be tracked 

by MHT. Nonetheless, it produces proper results for simple 

structures in geometry due to the difficulty involved in   

corner point extraction.  It has poor dynamic object 

efficiency.  

Li et al., [21] has lately been discovering a new sub-set 

evaluation method for selecting object tracking features. The 

review provides a new understanding of how to draw the 

innovative features and Improve the performance of the 

real-time algorithm.  

Tracking algorithms based on features do not use global 

object technology. Although the objects have minor 

occlusions, other visible features can be used to perform the 

task of tracking. The algorithms are not able to deal 

successfully with complete occlusions and overlaps. In the 

area of algorithms related feature based tracking, a numerous 

article has appeared in recent years. see some of the important 

papers [22,23] 

Recently, favorable performance has been shown by 

structured output support vector machine (SVM) based 

tracking algorithms. Even so, their real-time applications are 

limited by the time-consumption involved in candidate 

sampling and multifarious optimization. A innovative large 

margin object tracking method has been proposed in this 

paper, which shows the strong discriminative capacity of 

organized output. First, SVM significantly increases the 

speed of the algorithm for the correlation filter. Furthermore, 

a multi-model target detection technique is proposed to 

increase the accuracy of the target location and avoid model 

drift from similar objects or background noise being 

implemented. Third, we take advantage of the feedback from 

results of high confidence tracking to avoid the problem of 

model corruption. The proposed tracker can be incorporated 

in two versions: first, using traditional hand-crafted and 

secondly, using neural networks of convolution (CNN) 

derived characteristics to verify the algorithm's high 

functionality.  

A novel algorithm for fast and robust stereo optical odometry 

based on feature selection and tracking (SOFT) achieves drift 

reduction, is focused on carefully choosing a subset of stable 

features and tracking them through the pictures. There are 

different measurements of rotation and translation for two 

consecutive poses. The five-point method is used to estimate 

the rotation, while the three-point method is used to estimate 

the translation [24].  

A new, probability-modelled soft data association was used in 

this study. In an entangled EM model, the association chances 

are determined with the optical stream equation, which 

maximizes expectations (marginalization) across all 

associations. In addition, affine deformations in relation to the 

initial point were determined to require longer tracks and the 

resulting residual was used as a measure of durability. The 

calculated optical flow allows different temporal integration 

for each feature and size inversely proportional to the flow 

length [25]. 

A tracking method based on the combination of point cloud 

and visual feature is proposed to improve the applicability and 

robustness of the three-dimensional tracking method of an 

augmented reality-assisted assembly guidance system for 

mechanical products.   First, a reference point cloud is used to 

define the tracking benchmark coordinate system to 

determine the position of the guiding information for virtual 

assembly. A camera tracking algorithm is then implemented 

that combines visual matching and point cloud alignment.  In 

order to obtain appropriate matching points of visual features 

in a texture less assembly sense, a novel ORB function 

matching technique is implemented based on the accuracy of 

path vectors. [ 26]  

One of the major threats to the structural integrity of steel 

bridges is fatigue cracks formed under repeated loads. Human 

testing is the most commonly used method for detecting 

fatigue break, but it is time consuming, intensive Laborie, and 

lacks accuracy.  In this research, a computer-based approach 

to fatigue crack detection is suggested using a short video 

stream taken by a digital camera that is consumer-grade. To 

detect the surface movement of the tracked structure under 

repetitive pressure, a tracking technology is applied to the 

image. A crack detection and localization algorithms are then 

effectively designed to look for differential features in various 

video frames induced by the observing of cracks. wo 

laboratory experiments of fatigue cracks in-plane and 

out-of-plane, respectively, confirm and test the utility of the 

suggested method. Results indicate that the proposed method 

will describe the fatigue crack robustly, even if the crack is 

surrounded by other crack-like objects, distorted by 

complicated surface textures, or invisible to human eyes due 

to crack closure  

All patch-based and correlation filter-based tracking 

approaches have produced competitive results on precision 

and robustness, but there is still ample room for improving 

overall performance if the challenging factors in visual 

tracking are carefully addressed. This paper presents a 

patch-based tracker that uses multiple effective features to 

adapt the kernel correlation filters.  it takes advantage of the 

useful data from various parts of the target, each template 

patch is trained by a kernel correlation filtering method and 

the weight of each patch in a particle filtering framework is 

adjusted. Experiments show that this scheme can handle the 

problem of occlusion effectively [29].  

Visual tracking with multiple features was proven to be a 

comprehensive method. Video sequence having of variations 

like illumination, occlusion, and pose can occur. One of the 

key issues in this approach is, how to properly select and 

combine appropriate image features. New joint sparse 

representation model for robust fusion proposed in this paper 

By using the advantages of sparse representation, the 

proposed technique automatically removes non reliable 

features to be combined for tracking. To capture the 

non-linear similarity of features, we extend the proposed 

method to a general kernelled framework that can fuse 

features across different kernel spaces.  he results is robust 

tracking performance.  
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The qualitative experimental results on publicly available 

videos show that both sparse representation-based and 

fusion-based trackers are outperformed by the proposed 

method [30]. 

In the area remote sensing, tracking of video sequence is 

the emerging filed, that refers to online tracking of interested 

moving objects. In a satellite video image, interested target 

are only few pixels, even when the train is long.  Thus, 

compared to traditional visual tracking, proposed tracking st 

faces new challenges like detecting low-resolution targets, not 

properly presented features, targets with literarily similar 

background.  There has been little research on satellite video 

target tracking, and to know whether or not existing tracking 

algorithms can still work on video satellite data [[31].  

Because classic cameras sample the film at constant 

periods, in constant time between subsequent frames will not 

permit the tracker to fetch more information. For many 

high-speed robotic and sight applications, it is decisive to 

provide high-frequency measurement updates. A modern 

vision system named DAVIS, integrating a conventional 

camera with an event-based asynchronous detector in the 

same pixel array, will do this. The DAVIS encodes the video 

content among two successive frames through an 

asynchronous stream of events that transmits changes in pixel 

brightness at microsecond pixel density. his paper presents 

the first algorithm for detecting and tracking visual features 

using both the frames and the DAVIS event data. Features are 

first detected in the gray scale frames and then tracked 

asynchronously through the stream of events in the  

constant time intervals. 

Spatial-temporal view of the tracked features of DAVIS 

(frames and events) is shown in below image. Due to their 

high efficiency and strong robustness, tracking methods based 

on correlation filter attracted a lot of attention However, a 

single-function tracker is obviously not enough to adapt to the 

target's complex appearance changes. Furthermore, in the 

field of visual tracking, rapid and exact estimation of the scale 

remains a challenging problem.  In this work, we impose an 

independent scale filter to estimate an object's scale and 

combine two additional features to further boost the tracker's 

performance. At the same time, a strategy to reduce the 

computational load is adopted. 

 

Fig 3: Spatial-temporal view of the DAVIS output. 

Finally, a dynamic model update mechanism based on 

learning rate is inserted to effectively alleviate the problem of 

model degradation by suppressing the influence of noisy 

changes in appearance. [32] 

 

IV. DEFORAMABLE BASED TRACKING 

The simple technique of tacking based on deformable 

templates is proposed in algorithms [33], is to use the exterior 

or curve with Clear contour elasticity, flexibility and   

deformation characteristics of the traveling object's contour 

or edge as a contour-bound object and update the contour to 

suit the entity.  

Snakes are Active Contour models that lock and exactly 

identify neighboring edges. They describe a Snake as a 

function that minimizes energy, influenced by outside forces 

of compulsion and influenced by image forces. There were 

hints for numerous improved algorithms based on Snake. [ 

34,35] I-Snake.  

B-spline snakes are tools used to trace the contour easily and 

intuitively. Start with a theoretical argument for splines which 

are part of conventional formulation by showing the optimal 

curvature-constrained snake is a cubic spline, regardless of 

the shape of the field of external energy.  Unfortunately, due 

to a large number of control points, these regularized snakes 

suffer from sluggish convergence rate, difficulties in 

evaluating the factors of weight correlated with the curve's 

inner energies. So proposed paper suggests an alternate 

solution where intrinsic size of the spline system is derivable, 

this leads to a reduction in the parameters to be configured 

and reduces the requirement of energies for inner B-Snake 

[36].  

 

To show the ability of the proposed system, the role of 

controlled texture segmentation is considered. The specified 

filtering process on textured objects using the filters like 

isotropic, anisotropic and evaluating their results as 

multi-component conditional probability density functions 

produces the textured feature space. Demonstrating the 

potential of the proposed framework is the task of 

segmentation of supervised texture is considered. The 

textured feature space is produced by the process of filtration 

on the textured objects utilizing isotropic and anisotropic 

filters and by evaluating their results as contingent probability 

density functions on multi-component. Texture segmentation 

is obtained as an enhanced Geodesic Active Contour System, 

G-Snake, by unifying area and boundary-based information 

[37]. 

The main feature of the AI-snake is that during the image 

extraction process the model contour pose is dynamically 

changed to match the real snake contour by solving the 

correspondence question of the snake design and testing the 

correct affine transformation, AI-Snake [38]. 

Part-based trackers are useful for the rigorous monitoring of 

the target object's local data. Unlike other part-based 

approaches that separate all types of target items into a 

collection of rectangular fixed patches A novel model has 

been suggested in this paper in which a series of deformable 

patches interact dynamically on monitoring non-rigid 

artifacts. In particular, research proposes a shape-preserved 

kernel based connection filter (SP-KCF) that can be used for 

robust tracking purpose-shaped data.  The SP-KCF for 

adaptive analysis of individual patches is integrated into the 

level-set system. The proposed deformable patches are thus 

target-dependent, capable of assuming complex topology, and 

deformable to conform to aim 

variations [39]. 
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In epithelial cell sheets, a novel method for tracking cells 

connected through a visible network of membrane junctions is 

common and resembles planar graphs where each face 

corresponds to a cell.  This structure is leveraged by work and 

a method is developed to track the whole tissue as a 

deformable graph. This coupled model in which vertices 

inform the optimal positioning of edges and vice versa 

captures global tissue component relationships and results in 

accurate and robust cell tracking [40].  

In the cases of sound intrusion, occlusions, and edge 

distortion, the exact contours of the designs mentioned above 

are quite difficult to obtain. In the cases of sound intrusion, 

occlusions, and edge distortion, the exact contours of the 

designs mentioned above are quite difficult to obtain. 

Importing prior color knowledge [41], knowledge of texture 

[42], and knowledge of shape [43] et al., and using them to 

limit contours to correct edges of items.  ilmaz et al suggested 

contour monitoring method using the approximation of the k 

density of kernel and the Gabor wavelet system to direct the 

evolution of the contour based on the color and texture 

properties. Ninget al. [44] presents a innovative framework 

for combined active contour segmentation (JRACS) and 

registration provides the strong stability for tracking of 

non-rigid objects.  

Template based deformable algorithms, on the other side, 

simply describe artifacts, minimize computation and strong 

robustness in partial occlusions cases.  Algorithms are hard to 

start automatically monitoring because it’s sensitivity to 

initialization activity in tracking.  Another disadvantage is 

that the contour rate of tracking precision is reduced. In recent 

years, the papers [ 45, 46] have suggested the state-of - the-art 

monitoring algorithms focused on deformable mold. 

A comprehensive study has been suggested to condemn 

content in real time. A classy method was proposed to 

accomplish video denoising in real time. The intrinsic 

problem of noise removal in real time can be resolved 

significantly due to the use of different filtering approaches 

for background and moving object. A comprehensive study 

has been suggested to condemn content in real time. A 

temporary average filter is used to restore the context in such 

a filtering strategy, and a spatial filter is used to reduce the 

foreground to eliminate noise [47].  

V. MODEL BASED TRACKING 

The basic idea of tracking algorithms related to model based 

[48] is: defining an object's mathematical model based on 

prior information, tracking objects by matching the template 

and object model of the candidate area, then in the monitoring  

process, the object properties can be calculated by the 

parameters of the size, the position parameters and the 

movement parameters. The models can be divided into the 

following models: hierarchical [49], 2D [50] and 3D [51].  

 The widely used monitoring technologies are 3D designs. 

The 3D model's mechanism works by finding the 3D model 

structure, object model based on previous knowledge by 

assembling the sequences of video to determine 3D 

parameters model to obtain the movement's object 

parameters. Nevertheless, the design of 3D models requires a 

large number of variables, the template fitting methods are 

quite complicated, and the time consumption is more in 3D 

tracking and contains low real-time performance.  

Yang et al., [52] propose a n model-based vehicle position 

algorithm for 3D, allowing optimized cameras to accurately 

and robustly evaluate vehicle poses in traffic scenes the 

degree is measured by using image end point method to which 

a pose evaluation function matches the edge points with the 

projected model.   

Yang et al. [54] develop an interactive random conditional 

field template and the method to convert the tracking process 

in to an    minimization of energy challenge. This method is 

powerful in distinguishing objects with similar appearances 

from spatially close. Observation perspectives do not easily 

affect model-based tracking algorithms, so to different 

motions they are intrinsically robust. The algorithms are very 

precise because 3D data is used. The papers [ 55, 56] focused 

on how real-time performance has been improved over the 

past few years. 

Detection, tracking and recognition of video-based traffic 

signs are key components for smart transport systems. 

Thorough research has shown the various art techniques, 

particularly techniques of deep learning, may achieve pretty 

good output on public data sets. Deep learning approaches, 

however, require extensive resources in computation.   

Apart from previous research, this work introduces a unified 

incremental computational framework to detect, track and 

recognize traffic signs using a mono-camera placed on a 

moving vehicle in non-stationary environments [57]. 

Quick Moving targets are always moved or smeared in 

various image sequences outside the scene to establish 

footage via Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) ring. In this 

article, focused on the convolution Neural Network, an 

innovative moving target monitoring method with tracking 

(SDT) and shadow detection is proposed. CNN monitoring 

identification is used on possible moving candidates derived 

from a series of spatial and temporal sub-opening SAR 

objects to identify and monitor moving targets based on the 

shadow feature of moving target in SAR imagery.  

Shadow extraction of the moving target is done on SAR first 

frame, which works like a circular SAR. The circular SAR is 

shown below in fig. 

 

Fig 4. Circular SAR over a 3D video frame 

The static targets show different event analysis, while 

traveling targets represent the different location and 

concentration. The storage of video on circular SAR 

information will boost shift detection on object sequence to 

continue tracking a target or monitoring an interesting area 

[58].  
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

There are numerous challenges in images and videos to detect 

and recognize objects. This paper focus some prominent 

challenges specifically related to video in this section. They 

also discuss potential avenues of video text retrieval 

technology in particular for prospective literature study.  

There are numerous challenges in images and videos to detect 

and recognize objects.  

 The researchers must deal with the problems of collecting 

visual content and realizing that several methods have been 

suggested in identifying, recording, describing images and 

recognizing human behaviors. Decrease in computational 

cost and time reduction. 

 Balance between tracking robustness and tracking 

accuracy.  

 Handling of occlusions and overlaps in feature-based 

tracking.  

 Limitations in contour model. 

 Betterment in automatic tracking of objects. 

 Decrease in computational cost and time reduction. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Several algorithms on video object are now being proposed 

but all most are attributed to application limitations only 

suitable for particular objects or set scene.  Thanks to the 

nature of tracking objects, the difficulty of situations and the 

scope of implementations, the current video object tracking 

algorithms face immense challenges. The solution to existing 

monitoring technologies is to construct real time visual 

tracking model having robustness feature. It is difficult to 

tackle the question of innovation in tracking, in that knowing 

the expansion of technology by citizens. We also know that 

there is no standard definition for citizens ' understanding, and 

it is difficult to establish their mathematical model. 

Nonetheless, visual object tracking devices have a wide range 

of use. It has become increasingly convenient to implement 

whether in theory or in application with the advancement of 

machine and computational methods.   
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